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We show that it is possible to use Bondy-Chvátal closure to design an FPT algorithm
that decides whether or not it is possible to cover vertices of an input graph by at most k
vertex disjoint paths in the complement of the input graph.

More precisely, we show that if a graph has tree-width at most w and its complement
is closed under Bondy-Chvátal closure, then it is possible to bound neighborhood diver-
sity of the complement by a function of w only.

A simpler proof where tree-depth is used instead of tree-width is also presented.

1 Introduction

Graph Hamiltonian properties are studied especially in connection with graph connectivity properties. A
graph is called Hamiltonian if there is a path passing through all its vertices in that graph. In this work
we are interested in sparse graph setting for which this question was already solved e.g. using the famous
theorem of Courcelle [4]. It is possible to express the Hamiltonian property by an MSO2 formula and
thus resolve the question by an FPT algorithm. For a graph G and a positive integer k we say that G is
k-path coverable if there exists a collection of at most k vertex disjoint paths in G such that the vertices
of G are the union of vertices of all paths in the collection (that is, each vertex belongs to exactly one
path in the collection). We give a simple, but interesting, twist to the question to rise a new problem:

k-ANTI-PATH COVER

Input: A graph G and positive integer k.
Question: Is the complement of graph G k-path coverable?

In this notation HAMILTONIAN ANTI-PATH problem is exactly the 1-ANTI-PATH COVER problem.
It is not hard to see that we may focus on solving the HAMILTONIAN ANTI-PATH as the k-ANTI-PATH

COVER problem is reducible to the HAMILTONIAN ANTI-PATH by addition of k isolated vertices (apex
vertices in the complement graph). Note that this does not affect tree-width nor tree-depth. Indeed, for
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unrestricted graphs this question is solved on complement of the graph. However, this is not possible
if input graphs are restricted so that some specified parameter is bounded. Two interesting examples
are tree-width and tree-depth. Note that tree-width of a complement of a graph cannot be bounded by a
function of the tree-width of the graph. On the contrary, there are graph parameters in whose this question
was already solved, as these graph parameters are (for each constant) closed under taking complements –
neighborhood diversity and modular width, to name just a few. On both these parameters k-PATH COVER

was one of the first considered problems which was showed to be in the FPT class [6], [8] respectively.
There is a strong connection between the L(2,1)-LABELING problem and HAMILTONIAN ANTI-

PATH. L(2,1)-labeling is a labeling of vertices of a graph G so that labels of vertices in distance 1 differ
by at least 2, while labels of vertices in distance 2 differ by at least 1. The labels are taken from set
{0, . . . ,λ} and λ is called a span. It not hard to see that a graph G with an apex vertex added admits
L(2,1)-labeling with span λ = n if and only if G has Hamiltonian Anti-Path [2].

Our Contribution

Theorem 1. Let G be a graph of tree-width at most w. The problem of k-ANTI-PATH COVER admits an
FPT algorithm parameterized by tree-width.

The proof uses the famous closure theorem of Bondy and Chvátal. Most notably we prove the
following theorem from which we can derive the previous theorem using e.g. known FPT algorithm of
Lampis [8]. This exploit an unexpected relation between tree-width and neighborhood diversity. Thus,
it naturally rises many questions – whether similar approach is admissible for other problems besides
k-ANTI-PATH COVER problem.

Theorem 2. Let G be a graph of tree-width w and further complement G closed under Bondy-Chvátal
closure. It follows that neighborhood diversity of G is bounded by 2k + k where k = 2(w2 +w).

Furthermore, we give a natural specializations of the theorems above in Section 3. The purpose of
Section 3 is twofold – first as tree-depth is more restrictive parameter than tree-width the proof is simpler
and second, the analysis of a particular application of Bondy-Chvátal theorem gives more light on the
structure of the complement of a graph G that is closed under this closure operator.

2 Preliminaries

One of the basic graph operations is taking the complement of a graph. A complement of a graph
G = (V,E) is denoted by G and it is the graph (V,

(V
2

)
\E). Throughout the paper we denote by n the

number of vertices in the input graph. By the distance between two vertices u,v we mean the length
of the shortest path between them in the assumed graph G. We denote the distance by dG(u,v) and
omit the subscript if the graph is clear from the context. We extend the notion to sets of vertices in
a straightforward manner, that is dG(U,W ) = min{dG(u,w):u ∈U, w ∈W}. For further graph related
notation we refer reader to the monograph by Diestel [5].

In our approach we repeatedly use the closure theorem of Bondy and Chvátal to increase the number
of edges in the complement of a graph (i.e. to reduce the number of edges in the given graph). Note that
this operation does not increase the tree-width of the input graph.

Theorem 3 (Bondy-Chvátal closure [3]). Let G = (V,E) be a graph of order |V | ≥ 3 and suppose that u
and v are distinct non-adjacent vertices such that deg(u)+deg(v)≥ |V |. Now G has a Hamiltonian path
if and only if (V,E ∪{u,v}) has a Hamiltonian path.
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The notion of tree-width was introduced by Bertelé and Brioshi [1].

Definition 4 (Tree decomposition). A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T,X), where T = (I,F)
is a tree, and X = {Xi | i ∈ I} is a family of subsets of V (G) (called bags) such that:

• the union of all Xi, i ∈ I equals V ,

• for all edges {v,w} ∈ E, there exists i ∈ I, such that v,w ∈ Xi and

• for all v ∈V the set of nodes {i ∈ I | v ∈ Xi} forms a subtree of T .

The width of the tree decomposition is max(|Xi|−1). The tree-width of a graph tw(G) is the mini-
mum width over all possible tree decompositions of the graph G.

Proposition 5 ([7]). Let G be a graph with n vertices. There exists an optimal tree decomposition with
O(n) bags. Moreover, there is an FPT algorithm that finds such a decomposition.

Definition 6 (Tree-depth [9]). The closure Clos(F) of a forest F is the graph obtained from F by making
every vertex adjacent to all of its ancestors. The tree-depth, denoted as td(G), of a graph G is one more
than the minimum height of a rooted forest F such that G⊆Clos(F).

The last graph parameter needed in this work is the neighborhood diversity introduced by Lampis [8].

Definition 7 (Neighborhood diversity). The neighborhood diversity of a graph G is denoted by nd(G)
and it is the minimum size of a partition of vertices into classes such that all vertices in the same class
have the same neighborhood, i.e. N(v)\{v′}= N(v′)\{v}, whenever v,v′ are in the same class.

It can be easily verified that every class of a neighborhood diversity partition is either a clique or an
independent set. Moreover, for every two distinct classes C,C′, either every vertex in C is adjacent to
every vertex in C′, or there is no edge between C and C′. If classes C and C′ are connected by edges, we
refer to such classes as adjacent.

It is possible to find the optimal neighborhood diversity decomposition of a given graph in polynomial
time [8].

3 Tree-depth

We show that using the Bondy-Chvátal closure it is possible on input G and k either decide that G
is k-path coverable or return graph H that is equivalent (for the k-path coverability) to graph G with
nd(H) ≤ 22d + 2d. Furthermore, it is possible to use the FPT algorithm of Lampis [8] on the resulting
graph to decide whether it is k-path coverable or not. This in turn gives an FPT algorithm for k-ANTI-
PATH COVER with respect to tree-depth.

Applying Bondy-Chvátal. We will apply the Bondy-Chvátal closure from the leaves of a tree-depth
decomposition of the input graph G in order to reduce the number of edges in G and either resolve the
given question (in the case G becomes an edgeless graph) or impose a structure on the complement
of G (after the removal of several edges). Note that every leaf of the decomposition has at most td(G)
neighbors and that the set of leaves spans an edgeless subgraph of G (a clique in G). We apply the Bondy-
Chvátal closure to a vertex v and all leaves beneath v (denote these as L) in the tree-depth decomposition
tree. We choose v such that the distance between L and v is 1. We denote ` the number of nodes, that is
` = |L|. We denote a height of vertex v in the tree-depth decomposition as h(v) and define it as follows.
Height of a root is set to 0 and for a vertex v let u denote the closest ancestor of v in the tree-depth
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decomposition we set h(v) = h(u)+1. Observe that it is possible to add all edges between L and v to G
if

n−h(v)−1+n−h(v)− `≥ n.

That is equivalent to n > 2h(v)+ `.

Lemma 8. Denote H the graph after application of the closure. We claim that nd(H)≤ 22d +2d, where
d = td(G).

Proof. It follows that if the application process stops, then n ≤ 2h(v) + ` must hold for all nonleaf
vertices. Take h = max{h(v):v nonleaf}. Note that all (actual) leaves of H form a clique in H and thus,
H is a graph on n≤ 2h+ ` vertices with K` as a subgraph. This in turn yields that the distance to clique
(the number of vertices to delete such that the resulting graph is a clique) of H is at most 2h. Thus,
the neighborhood diversity of H is at most 22h + 2h. This follows from the fact that there are at most
22d different neighborhoods from the point of view of a clique vertex. This together with trivial fact
h≤ td(G) completes the proof.

Lemma 8 yield the following corollary when known algorithms for finding Hamiltonian path are
applied to the resulting graph H.

Theorem 9. The k-ANTI-PATH COVER problem admits an FPT algorithm with respect to parameteri-
zation by the tree-depth of the input graph.

4 Tree-width

In this section we restate and prove Theorem 2.

Theorem 10 (Restate Theorem 2). Let G be a graph of tree-width w and further complement G closed
under Bondy-Chvátal closure. It follows that neighborhood diversity of G is bounded by 2k + k where
k = 2(w2 +w).

Proof. We will prove the graph G has a clique C of size at least n− 2w2−w. Thus, the graph G has at
most 2(w2 +w) vertices which are not in C. The bound of nd(G) follows.

Since G is closed under Bondy-Chvátal closure, for every edge {u,v}= e∈E(G) holds that degG(u)+
degG(v)≥ n. Otherwise, it would holds degG(u)+degG(v)≥ n and we could add the edge e into E(G).
Thus, for every edge e ∈ E(G) there exists a vertex v ∈ e such that degG(v) ≥ n

2 . Let f : E(G)→ V (G)
be a function such that for every v = f (e) holds that v ∈ e and degG(v)≥ n

2 . Let V1 = { f (e)|e ∈ E(G)}.
Note that V1 is a vertex cover of the graph G. Thus, if we remove the set V1 from the graph G we obtain
a clique. Moreover, V1 ⊆V2 = {v ∈V (G)|degG(v)≥ n

2}.
It remains to prove that |V2| ≤ 2(w2 +w). Let T = (T,X) be a tree decomposition of G such that

width of T is w and T has n nodes. Let p be a number of all ordered pairs (v,Xi) where v ∈V (G),Xi ∈ X
and v ∈ Xi. We use double counting for p. Since T has at most n nodes and all bags in X contains at most
w+1 vertices of G, we have

p≤ n(w+1). (1)

Let v ∈ V2 and Ev = {e ∈ E(G)|v ∈ e}. Note that |Ev| = degG(v) ≥ n
2 . Every edge of G has to be in

some bag in X . However, there can be only w edges from Ev in one bag in X . Thus, edges from Ev and
also the vertex v have to be in at least n

2w bags from X . Therefore, we have lower bound

|V2|
n

2w
≤ p. (2)
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When we join Inequality 1 and Inequality 2 we get the right upper bound for V1 and V2

|V1| ≤ |V2| ≤ 2(w2 +w).

5 Conclusions

We have proven that even through apparently there is no structure in terms of neighborhood diversity on
the complements of sparse graphs (having bounded tree-width or tree-depth), the structure after exhaus-
tive application of Bondy-Chvátal closure can be exploited – the complement has bounded neighborhood
diversity.

We would like to ask several vague questions here.

• Is it possible to use other graph closure operators to show a connection between tree-width and
neighborhood diversity or modular width?

• Is it possible to exhibit closer connection between tree-width and modular width trough graph
complements?

• Does any other non-MSO2 problem besides k-ANTI-PATH COVER admit an FPT algorithm on a
graph with bounded tree-width?

• When one assumes parameterization by the tree-width of an input graph it is convenient to ap-
proach the problem by the famous theorem of Courcelle [4]. Is it possible to extend the theorem
for MSO2 for the complementary setting – i.e. to allow quantification over sets of non-edges?
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